We propose a two layer protocol for tracking fast targets in sensor networks. At the lower layer, the Distributed Spanning Tree Algorithm (DSTA) [12] partitions the network into clusters with controllable diameter and constructs a spanning tree backbone of clusterheads rooted at the sink. At the upper layer, we propose a target tracking algorithm which wakes clusters of nodes by using the estimated trajectory beforehand, which is different from existing studies [3] in which target can be detected only when the nodes close to the target are awake. We provide the simulation results and show the effect of fore-waking operation by comparing error and miss ratios of existing approaches with our proposed target tracking algorithm.
Introduction
Due to the advancements in low cost embedded processors and wireless transmission technologies, wireless sensor networks have been commonly used in many civil and military applications. Target tracking applications which are designed for transmitting location information and aggregated data of a mobile target to sinks are among the most common applications of wireless sensor networks.
The existing target tracking algorithms in literature can be basically grouped as cluster-based, spanning tree based and prediction based. Clustering is an important approach to manage the scarce resources in sensor networks. By clustering the network, nodes are classified as either clusterheads or members. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] are cluster based tracking algorithms in which member nodes of the cluster detect the object and send information to the clusterhead. When the clusterhead collects all information from its members, it calculates the location of the target and sends this information to the sink node. One of the most important advantage of the cluster based approaches is preservation energy consumption to prolong the network lifetime. Another group of tracking algorithms are based on spanning trees. In [9] , nodes that detect the target communicate with each other and select a root node that collects information from the nodes via distributed spanning tree. Besides these, when the root node is far away from the target, tree will be reconfigured. Although the spanning tree based approaches track the moving object more accurately, tree configurations result in high energy consumptions. Finally, [10] and [11] are the prediction based tracking algorithms in which the next position of the target is predicted based on the current moving speed and the direction of the target. In these studies, by using two or more calculated location of the target and the time passed between the locations, the speed and the direction of the target can be calculated.
In the existing studies mentioned above, the current leader/root node at time t predicts the location only for time t+1. In case the target moves in high speed, it can pass by a group of nodes very fast without being detected. Therefore, in these studies, as the target increases its speed, the probability of missing that target also increases. Due to the high probability of the missing the target, existing tracking studies contain many complicated recovery mechanisms for target missing conditions. These recovery mechanisms consume significant energy to detect the target again. In our study, instead of using these complicated recovery mechanisms, we propose to wake up nodes in the predicted trajectory in advance to decrease the probability of missing the target.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model is defined. In Section 3 the proposed tracking algorithm as the the upper layer of the protocol is defined, illustrated and analyzed. In Section 4, the simulation results are presented. Finally, conclusions and future works are presented in Section 5.
System Model
The protocol for target tracking consists of two layers as seen in Fig. 1 . At the upper layer, we propose a wakening based target tracking algorithm (WBTA) that is described in detail in Section 3. Our target tracking algorithm obtains cluster and backbone information from the lower layer. Thus, any algorithm that maintains clusters and a backbone of clusterheads is suitable for this layer. We used a distributed spanning tree based clustering algorithm (DSTA) [12] for the lower layer. DSTA is chosen because it constructs the clusters with controllable diameter and the spanning tree of clusterheads directing to the sink as the backbone at the same time. The depth parameter is provided by the algorithm to adjust the diameter of the clusters.
Figure 1. Our Protocol Stack
The sink periodically sends PARENT(nhops) message to its neighbors to reinitiate the operation. Each node sends the PARENT((nhops + 1) mod depth) message to its neighbors upon first reception of the PARENT(nhops) message. The recipient of the message with nhops = 0 are the SUB-ROOTS, nhops < depth are the INTERMEDIATE nodes, nhops = depth are the LEAF nodes. An example network clustered with DSTA and depth = 1 is shown in Fig. 2 . The dotted lines are the borders of the clusters and the bold lines indicate the spanning tree backbone rooted at the sink. As shown in Fig. 2 , SUBROOTS are the clusterheads, LEAF nodes are the cluster members and there is no INTERME-DIATE nodes since depth is equal to 1. 
Wakening Based Target Tracking Algorithm
In this section the proposed tracking algorithm is illustrated in detail. Our algorithm aims to decrease the probability of missing the target and to increase the tracking accuracy. In order to do this, clusters along the trajectory of the target are waken up before the target arrives at those locations.
Assumptions
We have some assumptions about the sensor network as follows :
• Each node has an unique node id.
• Each node knows its location and the location of its immediate neighbors.
• All nodes have equal sensing and communication ranges.
• Nodes are randomly distributed in the network on a two-dimensional plane with uniform density.
• All nodes are equal in terms of processing capabilities, radio, battery and memory.
• The nodes are stationary and time synchronized.
• Links between the nodes are symmetric. Thus if there is a link from u to v, there exists a reverse link from v to u. 
Description of The Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is completely distributed and does not require any central point of control point. To save power, sensor nodes stay in sleep mode periodically. Our algorithm is based on a clustered structure and clusters are formed statically at the time of network deployment. Therefore, the proposed algorithm comes into play after the sensors are deployed and the clusters are formed. Fig 3. illustrates the general idea in the proposed tracking algorithm. As the target enters the network area, some nodes in active state detect the target. These nodes are included in a cluster and have a leader node. By using the sensing reports sent by member nodes in the cluster, the leader node calculates the location, speed and the trajectory of the target. Due to the average speed and the trajectory of the target, clusters that are in the same direction with the calculated trajectory are waken up. When the target changes its direction, new clusters are woken up along the new trajectory of the target. Number of clusters that will be woken up, will vary in accordance with the target's speed. In cases where the speed is low, few number of clusters will be waken up, whereas as the speed increases the number of clusters also increases. Therefore, energy consumption due to wakening many nodes in advance will decrease. The states of the proposed tracking algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 4 . The algorithmic representation of the algorithm is given in Alg. 1. The list of the states and their description are given below:
• SLEEP: When a node is in SLEEP state, it stops sensing object, receiving and transmitting data. Therefore, the most energy savings are gained while the nodes are in this state. Thus, to gain from energy preservations, SLEEP INTERRUPT occurs periodically for the the nodes in MEMBER and LEADER state causing them to make a state transition to SLEEP state after handling this interrupt.
• MEMBER: If a node which is in MEMBER state senses the moving target, with the aim of warning the leader node about the target's getting closer, it sends a WAKE message to its leader node. Also when a node in this state receives a WAKE (hop count, trajectory) message, it sends a WAKE (hop count-1, trajectory) message to the neighbor node that is closest to the trajectory of the target, and a W AKE message to the leader node. The nodes periodically make state transition to SLEEP state to preserve energy while they are in MEMBER state.
• LEADER: A node that is in LEADER state, is the leader of a cluster which is responsible for sensing the target as well as collecting and processing its members's sensing information. In this state, when a node senses the moving target, it makes a state transition to LDR OBJECT FOUND state and sends a W AKE message to its neighbors. Also in this state, when a node receives a WAKE (hop count, trajectory) message, it sends a WAKE (hop count-1, trajectory) message to the neighbor node that is closest to the trajectory of the target, and W AKE messages to the other neighbors.
• LDR OBJECT FOUND: In this state, when a node receives OBJECT RSS (id, RSS) messages from its members, it calculates the location of the moving target. By using two or more location information of the target, it calculates the trajectory and the speed of the target. After that, it sends WAKE (hop count, trajectory) message to the neighbor node that is closest to the trajectory of the target, If a node receives WAKE (hop count, trajectory) message, it sends WAKE(hop count-1, trajectory) message to the neighbor node that is closest to the trajectory of the target. When the nodes in this state do not sense the target for a certain time duration, a T IMER IN T ERRU P T occurs in each node and they will make a state transition to LEADER state. By this way, we will be able to gain from energy consumption.
• MBR OBJECT FOUND: When a node in this state senses the target, it sends OBJECT RSS message to its leader node. If a node receives WAKE (hop count, 
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An Example Operation
Fig .5 depicts an example for waking up the clusters along the trajectory of the target. In this example, if the cluster in which the target exists currently contains active nodes at that time, the target will be detected by these active nodes. As shown in Fig.5 , target is detected by the member nodes n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 and the leader node n 1 . Every certain time interval, these member nodes, send their sensing report to the leader node n 1 . After receiving all reports, the leader node n 1 calculates the current location of target and sends this data to the sink node. Between sequential time intervals, leader node can also calculate the average speed and the trajectory of the target. Due to the average speed and the trajectory of the target, clusters that are in the same direction with the calculated trajectory will be waken up. Number of clusters will vary in accordance with the target speed. In cases where the speed is low, few number of clusters will be waken up, whereas as the speed increases the number of clusters also increases.
As shown in Fig.5 , with the aim of waking up the clusters along the trajectory, n 1 sends a W AKE(hop count, trajectory) message to n 5 which is the closest neighbor node to the target's trajectory. The member node n 5 forwards this message directly to the n 11 which is the closest neighbor node to the target's trajectory. To wake up the nodes in its cluster, the leader node n 11 sends W AKE(0) message to all its neighbors (n 7 ,n 10 , n 9 , n 8 , n 6 ). When the nodes receive W AKE(0) message, they stay awake to be ready to detect the target. After that, the leader node n 11 decreases the hop count value contained in the message by one and it notices that the hop count value is still greater than zero so it continues to wake up the clusters. This process is repeated until hop count reaches 0. At this time; n 1 clusters have been created while the target is still in the initial cluster. Fig. 5 depicts an example for tracking the moving target. As shown in Fig. 5 , as long as the target moves, its location will be calculated by the previously woken up clusters. Above all, when the target moves in high speed, it will be detected by one of the previously woken up clusters. Therefore, the probability of missing the target decreases.
All leader nodes send their calculated location information with time stamps to the sink node. With the convergecast method, sink node collects the location information T : Target's trajectory 5: n T : Neighbor nearest to T . 6: loop 7: SLEEP ∧ Sleep Interrupt −→ if id j =leader j then 8: current state j ← LEADER 9: else current state j ← MEMBER 10: set Sleep T imer 11: LEADER ∧ Sleep Interrupt −→ current state j ← LDR SLEEP 12: set Sleep T imer 
Results
The proposed protocol is implemented in ns2 simulator version 2.31. We generated randomly connected networks with 50, 100 and 150 uniformly distributed nodes. Random waypoint model that comes with ns2 simulator is chosen as the mobility pattern. Two way ground was used as the propagation model. We used linear prediction technique to estimate the target's direction. The transmission power is 0.660 mW, the received power is 0.395 mW, and the communication range of a sensor node is 250 m. Nodes periodically sense the environment and when the signal strength they receive from the target exceeds the predetermined threshold, we assume that the node detects the target and the target stays in its sensing range. We measured the performance of the algorithms for average node degree 4 and the size of the surface area is X:2700 m Y:1200 m. The speed of the target is varied to measure the detection capability of our algorithm. The number of clusters to be waken up (c), is determined by the heuristic: c= (calculated speed / 10) for Firstly, we plot the actual and calculated trajectories against the various speeds for a sensor network with 100 nodes. Fig.6, Fig.7, Fig.8 , and Fig. 9 respectively shows the trajectories in a sample of mobile, high mobile, very high mobile, extremely high mobile scenarios. For the upper bound speed is equal to 40 m/s, the calculated trajectory is very close to the actual trajectory as shown in Fig.6 . As we increase the upper bound on the speed step by step up to 90 m/s, the calculated trajectories are close to actual trajectories meaning that the algorithm is capable of catching the actual trajectory of targets moving at very high speeds. Our system also gives good performance for slowly mobile systems at 2m/s -30m/s speeds.
The error ratio between actual and calculated positions are measured against number of nodes and target mobility. In the average case, as we increase the network size from 50 nodes to 150 nodes, the error ratio decreases to approximately its half as shown in Fig.10 . In the worst case, the error ratio is 7.5 %. We also measured the miss ratio of our algorithm. As the network size is increased, since more number of nodes are ready for sensing both of the error and miss ratio decrease as shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11 . In the average case, the miss ratio is approximately 10 % and in the worst case the miss ratio reaches to 22 % in extremely mobile scenarios. To compare our algorithm with existing approaches, we implemented the generic static tracking approach (GSTA) which only detects target when the cluster of nodes nearby the target are awake. On the other hand, our proposed WBTA wakes clusters by using the target's calculated future trajectory and speed. Both of GSTA and WBTA are located at the upper layer of DSTA in the protocol stack. As shown in Fig.12 , in the average, the miss ratio of WBTA is 50 % less than GSTA. This result shows that the selection of initially constructed clusters along the target's estimated trajectory decreases the target miss ratio considerably.
Conclusion
We proposed a protocol stack for tracking fast targets in sensor networks. At the lower layer, both the clustering and backbone formation services are maintained by DSTA that is suitable for a target tracking application. At the upper layer, WBTA obtains the clustering and backbone information and finds the positions of the target from the lower layer. The cluster of nodes along the target's estimated trajectory is waken beforehand to reduce the miss ratio. The simulation results showed that WBTA calculates close to the real trajectory even when the average speed of the target reaches to 95 m/s. In the worst case, the measured error ratio of the WBTA is 7.5 %. The miss ratio of the WBTA is about half of the miss ratio of GSTA in the average case. Generally, the results show that wakening nodes on the predicated way of a fast target is useful for target detection. Our work is ongoing and we are extending our algorithm for multitarget tracking.
